Panasonic
90cm
Induction
Cooktop
PLEASE NOTE THIS PRODUCT IS NOT AVAILABLE
IN ALL STORES BUT CAN BE ORDERED A cuttingedge, polished black cooktop which showcases a
sophisticated design and intelligent technology. This
feature-packed, quality induction cooktop makes it
easier for you to create the dishes you love. Add a
smart, sleek Panasonic induction cooktop to your
modern kitchen. Advantages of Cooking with Induction
Heating An induction cooktop uses a magnetic field to
generate heat in the cookware itself. The result is
powerful, quick, and precise cooking that saves time
and energy while delivering optimal results. Safe : The
induction cooktop uses a magnetic field rather than
flames or elements to create heat, so its surface
remains cool to the touch, except for just underneath
where the cookware sits. Easy to clean : The smooth,
flat cooking surface of the cooktop surface area is easy
to clean because it does not get too hot, and food does
not burn onto its surface. Cool : Since the cooktop does
not heat up, your kitchen stays cooler. Heating
efficiency : Induction technology has a high heating
efficiency and heats up cookware so fast that it can boil
water and cook food faster than other types of cooking
appliances. Full Digital Contro l: With the touch of a
fingertip, you can easily control all functions, including
heat level adjustment and temperature settings. Time
Saving : Panasonic induction cooktops incorporate
patented coil and boost function designed for efficient
heating to quickly reach desired temperatures to save
time. Panasonic Genius Sensor Evolved from
Panasonic's heat technology, the Genius Sensor
monitors the temperature of the bottom of the pan for

quicker measurement. Panasonic’s reliable temperature
control program adjusts and maintains heat to the
temperature of your choice. Advanced FlexZone The
newly improved FlexZone is capable of heating large
pans and grill plates with up to 38 cm diameter by
combining more than one cooking zone. In addition,
multiple dishes can be cooked at the same time due to
the 12 electromagnetic coils beneath the glass cooktop.
User-Friendly Interface The classic, uncomplicated
design of the touch-screen interface allows for
maximum functionality with every detail taken into
account. Not only is the touch-screen easy to use, it is
also sleek, blending into the glass cooktop creating an
ultra-modern feel.

Features
All Product Details

Brand Panasonic
Product
Induction Cooktop
Type
Model

KY-T937VFEPG

Cooktop Features

Max. Total
Performance

3.6Kw
Automatic Safety Switch Off
Child Lock

Safety Features

No Cookware Detection
Pan Overheat Sensor
Residual Heat Indicators

No. Of
Burners/Elements

5

Heat Settings

18

Power

Max
Power

10800W

Dimensions

Height
Width
Depth
Product
Weight

68mm
906mm
526mm
22kg

Warranty

Manufacturers

24 Months
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